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GRADE 12 - ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE  
 

Name: ______________________________________ Date: ____________________ 

 

Grade: ______________________________________ Section: ___________________ 

 

 

SEMESTER: 1ST    Week:  7  SSLM No.  7 

ELC(s): PART I - PEC provision and standards in Residential raceway wiring  

              Installation. 

Objectives:  

●  

● Identify common types of Electrical Metallic Conduits Residential Service Entrance Wiring 

Installation; 
● Identify Coded Articles in PEC Provisions in installing common types of Electrical 

conduits by its purpose; 

Title of Textbook/LM to Study: CBLM EIM-Amended 

Chapter: 1 Pages: 34 Topic: Residential raceway wiring Installation. 

  

 

 

 

 

ELECTRICAL CONDUIT 
 

An electrical conduit is a tube used to protect and route electrical wiring in a building or structure. 
Electrical conduit may be made of metal, plastic, fiber, or fired clay. Most conduit is rigid, but flexible 
conduit is used for some purposes. Conduit is generally installed by electricians at the site of 
installation of electrical equipment. 
 

Common Types of Electrical Metallic Conduits for Residential Wiring Installations 
 

1. STEEL RIGID METAL CONDUIT—TYPE RMC (FERROUS METAL) 

PEC ARTICLE 3.44.1.2: Steel Rigid Metal Conduit (RMC) is a listed taper-threaded metal 
raceway of circular cross section with a straight tapped coupling or an integral fitting. Threads are 
protected on the uncoupled end by color-coded thread protectors which keep them clean and sharp 
and aid in trade size recognition. Steel RMC is available in trade sizes ½ through 6. Thread protectors 
for trade sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are color-coded blue trade sizes 1/2, 11/2, 21/2, 31/2 are black, and 
trade sizes 3/4 and 11/4 are red. 

            USES PERMITTED: 

            PEC ARTICLE 3.44.2.1:  

 (A) All Atmospheric Conditions and Occupancies. It is permitted in all atmospheric conditions       
and all occupancies. If the conduit's protection against corrosion is only enamel, it can be used only 
indoors and in areas that do not have severe corrosive problems. Aluminum enclosures and fittings 
can be used with steel conduit and vice versa. 
(B) Corrosion Environments. If the conduit is protected from corrosion and is suitable, the conduit, 
elbows, couplings, and fittings can be installed in concrete, in areas where there is a severe corrosive 
problem, and in direct contact with the earth. 
(C) Cinder Fill. It cannot be used in or under cinder fill when there may be permanent moisture unless 
it is suitable for this type of installation, there are 50 mm (2 in.) or more of non-cinder concrete all 
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around it, it is at least 450 mm (18 in.) under the fill, or where it is suitable for the condition and has 
corrosion protection. 
(D) Wet Locations. Everything must be corrosion-resistant (bolts, straps, etc.). 

 

2. INTERMEDIATE METAL CONDUIT— TYPE IMC (FERROUS METAL) 

PEC ARTICLE-3.42.1.2: Intermediate Metal Conduit (IMC) is a listed taper-threaded metal 
raceway of circular cross section with a straight tapped coupling or an integral fitting. Threads are 
protected on the uncoupled end by color-coded thread protectors which keep them clean and sharp, 
and aid in trade size recognition. IMC is available in trade sizes 1/2 through 4. Thread protectors for 
trade sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, are color-coded orange; trade sizes 1/2, 11/2, 21/2, 31/2 are yellow; and trade 
sizes 3/4 and 11/4 are green. The nominal finished length of IMC with coupling is 10 feet (3.05m). IMC 
has a reduced wall thickness and weighs about one-third less than RMC. The outside has a zinc based 
coating and the inside has an organic corrosion-resistant coating. IMC is interchangeable with steel 
RMC. Both have threads with a 3/4 inch per foot (1 in 16) taper. 

 

APPLICATIONS:  

PEC ARTICLE-3.42.2.1: Intermediate metal conduit can be used in most places and under most 
conditions. It can be used in the earth or in corrosive locations if it has corrosion protection. It can be 
used in cinder fill only if 50 mm (2 in.) of non-cinder concrete is in direct contact, the conduit is 450 
mm (18 in.) or more under the fill, or there is proper corrosion protection. In wet locations all supports, 
belts, screws, etc. must be protected against corrosion. 

 
3. ELECTRICAL METALLIC TUBING— TYPE EMT (FERROUS METAL)  

PEC ARTICLE 3.58.1.2: Electrical Metallic Tubing (EMT), also commonly called thin-wall, is a listed 
steel raceway of circular cross section which is unthreaded, and nominally 10 feet (3.05m) long (see 
Figure 3). The outside corrosion protection is zinc-based and the inside has an organic corrosion-
resistant coating. Trade sizes are 1/2 through 4. EMT is installed by the use of setscrew or 
compression-type couplings and connectors. EMT is permitted to have an integral coupling. Electrical 
Metallic Tubing (EMT) is available in various factory applied colors. 
 

USES PERMITTED: 

PEC ARTICLE 3.58.2.1: It can be used for both exposed and concealed work. Both ferrous and 
nonferrous tubing and fittings can be installed in concrete, in areas subject to severe corrosion, and in 
direct contact with the earth if protected against corrosion and suitable for the condition. It can be 
installed in wet locations if all supports, bolts, etc. are corrosion resistant or covered with corrosion 
resistant material. 
 

USES NOT PERMITTED: 

PEC ARTICLE 3.58.2.3: Uses NOT Permitted  
It cannot be used where it will be subject to severe damage, where protected from corrosion by only 
enamel, in cinder concrete or cinder fill where there is permanent moisture unless there is a layer of 
non-cinder concrete on all sides at least 50 mm (2 in.) thick or the tubing is at least 450 mm (18 in.) 
under the fill, to support fixtures or equipment except conduit bodies not larger than the largest trade 
size of the tubing, or in hazardous locations except as permitted in Sections 502.4, 503.3, and 504.20. 
Where possible, there should be no contact between dissimilar metals in the system. 

 

4. FLEXIBLE METAL CONDUIT—TYPE FMC AND LFMC 

PEC ARTICLE 3.50.1.2: Flexible metal conduit (FMC) is also called "Greenfield," after the name of its 
inventor. It has a spiral construction that makes it flexible so it can snake through walls and other 
structures. Standard FMC is used in dry indoor locations, often for short runs between a wall box and a 
motor or fixed appliance, such as a garbage disposer. 
APPLICATIONS:  
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PEC ARTICLE 3.50.2.1: Uses Permitted 
It can be used in exposed and concealed locations. 
PEC ARTICLE 3.50.2.3: Uses NOT Permitted 
It cannot be used in wet locations unless approved for this and the liquid does not get into the conduit, 
in hoistways unless permitted by Section 620.21(A) (1), in storage battery rooms, in hazardous locations 
unless allowed by Sections 501.4(B) and 504.20, where materials might deteriorate conductors, 
underground or in poured concrete or aggregate, and where subject to physical damage. 

 

5. ELECTRICAL NON-METALLIC TUBING—TYPE ENT 

PEC ARTICLE 3.62.1.2: Electrical Nonmetallic Tubing (ENT is an unthreaded, nonmetallic, corrugated 
raceway of circular cross section. Run your bonding jumper inside your ENT. 
Most common commercially known is the TYPE PVC conduit (polyvinyl chloride): Flexible Electrical 
conduit is a low cost yet high-performance conduit, ideal for use in most industrial and commercial 
settings. It is made from uPVC which gives it both great insulating properties as well as protection 
against chemicals and corrosion. 

 

PEC ARTICLE 3.62.2.1: Uses Permitted 

Some of the uses permitted and other references in the NEC are: concealed in walls, floors, ceilings, 
and cinder fill; exposed when not subject to injury; in corrosive locations where approved for that type 
of location and in accordance with Section 300.6; in dry and damp locations in accordance with Section 
352.12; in wet locations where the entire system is installed to prevent water from getting into the conduit 
and all bolts, screws, and so forth are corrosion resistant and underground in accordance with Sections 
300.5 and 300.50. There is a provision for use as a support in certain specific cases. 

 

PEC ARTICLE 33.62.2.3: Uses NOT Permitted 

This type of conduit must not be used in hazardous locations except when permitted by Sections 
503.10(A), 504.20, 514.8 exception 2, 515.8, and the Class 1, Division 2 locations in Section 
501.10(B)(3); in areas where there might be physical damage to the conduit; in theaters and similar 
locations except as noted in Articles 518 and 520; where the temperature rating of the conduit is 
exceeded by that of the conductor insulation; in areas where the ambient temperature exceeds 50°C 
(122°F) unless otherwise listed; and for supporting fixtures or other equipment not described in 
352.10(H). 

 

6. LIGUIDTIGHT FLEXIBLE NON-METALLIC TUBING—TYPE NFNT 

PEC ARTICLE 3.50.1.2: Most common commercially known is the TYPE FNT- flexible electrical conduit 
is a low cost yet high performance conduit, ideal for use in most industrial and commercial settings. It is 
made from PVC which gives it both great insulating properties as well as protection against chemicals 
and corrosion. 

 
PEC ARTICLE 3.50.2.1: Uses Permitted 
This conduit can be installed exposed protection from vapors, liquids, or solids is necessary, if flexibility 
is desired, or for outdoors if listed and marked for this purpose. It can also be used outdoors when listed 
and suitable and for direct burial use when listed and marked, as well as in lengths longer than 1.8 m (6 
ft.), where additional length is essential. It can be used as a prewired assembly under certain conditions. 

 
PEC ARTICLE 3.50.2.3: Uses NOT Permitted 

It cannot be installed if subject to damage, when temperatures will exceed those for which the 
conduit is approved, in lengths in excess of 1.8 m (6 ft.) except under certain conditions, where 
voltages are higher than 600 V. except as per 600.32(A), and in a hazardous location except 
as per 501.10(B), 502.10(A) & (B), 503.10(A), and 504.20. 
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ACTIVITY 1: IDENTIFICATION 

Directions: Identify what is being described for each item below. Choose the right answer from the 

choices given and write your answer inside the box. 

 

 

 

It is a metallic conduit listed as a meta-threaded raceway with 
circular cross section with a straight top coupling. 
 
It is a metallic raceway, which is threadable and designed for 
the protection and routing of conductors and cable. 

 
It is a metallic raceway of helically wound, formed, interlocked 
metal strip. 

 
It is a metallic raceway which has a thin wall listed metallic 
tubing, circular, with a cross-sectional area that is approved 
when joined together with listed fittings, for the installation of 
electrical conductors. 

It is an example of NON-metallic conduit metallic raceway 
which has a thin wall listed metallic tubing, circular, with a 
cross-sectional area that is approved when joined together 
with listed 

 

 

 

 
ACTIVITY 2: DECISION MAKING 
Directions:  Assuming that you want to reconstruct your existing electrical installation by 
adding additional branch circuits. Provide the situation of your electrical wiring, and then 
give your recommendations. 
  
An example is given below, recommending what type of common electrical conduits to 
make a raceway branch circuit? 

(SAMPLE): 2 LOCATIONS SWITCH PERIMETER LAMPS OUTDOOR. 

 RECOMMENDATIONS: “Therefore, I recommend Rigid steel conduit, since the raceway in 
exposed to moisture and heat heavy duty metallic pipe must be used” 
1.________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ 

RECOMMENDATIONS:___________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

2.________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

Let Us Try 

           RMC CONDUIT      FMC CONDUIT          PVC PIPE  
       
           FNMC CONDUIT         EMT TUBE                 IMC CONDUIT 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  Let Us Do 
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RECOMMENDATIONS:___________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

3.________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

RECOMMENDATIONS:___________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 
ACTIVITY 3: DIRECTION: Read each item carefully and choose the letter of the best            
                                 answer from the choices given. 
 
________1. What Article code in PEC involves for NON permitted provisions for Electrical non Metallic 

Conduit? 
a. PEC Article 3.58.2.3    c. PEC Article 3.52.2.3 
b. PEC Article 3.54.3.2   d.PEC Article 3.42.3.2 

 

________2.What type of metallic conduit is listed as a meta-threaded raceway with circular cross 
section with a straight top coupling? 

a. RMC Conduit    c. EMT Tube  
b.   FMC Conduit           d.  IMC Conduit 

 

________3.What type of metallic raceway is threadable and designed for the protection and routing of 
conductors and cable? 

a. RMC Conduit    c. EMT Tube  
b. FMC Conduit         d.  IMC Conduit 

 

________4.What Article code in PEC involves the provisions for NON Permissions Intermediate 
Metallic Conduit? 

a. PEC Article 3.48.2.3   c. PEC Article 358.1.2 
b. PEC Article 3.58.1.1   d. None of the above 

 

________5.What Article code in PEC involves the provisions for NON Permissions Electrical Metallic 
Conduit? 

a. PEC Article 3.48.1.0   c. PEC Article 3.62.2.3 
b. PEC Article 3.62.1.1   d. PEC Article 3.48.1.2 

 

________6.What type of metallic raceway of helically wound, formed, interlocked metal strip? 
a. RMC Conduit    c. EMT Tube 
b. FMC Conduit             d.  IMC Conduit 

 

________7.What type of metallic raceway has a thin wall listed metallic tubing, circular, with a cross-
sectional area that is approved when joined together with listed fittings, for the installation 
of electrical conductors? 

a. RMC Conduit    c.  FMC Conduit 
b. EMT Tube     d.  IMC Conduit 

 

________8.What type of metallic raceway is an unthreaded, nonmetallic, corrugated raceway of circular 
cross section. Run your bonding jumper inside your conduit? 

a. RMC Conduit    c.  FMC Conduit 
b. ENT Conduit     d.  IMC Conduit 

 

________9.What Article code in PEC involves the provisions for Electrical non Metallic Conduit? 
a. PEC Article 3.42    c. PEC Article 3.59 
b. PEC Article 3.58    d. PEC Article 3.42 

 

________10.What Article code in PEC involves the use of Permissions for Rigid Metallic Conduit? 

  Let Us Apply 
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a. PEC Article 3.42.1.0    c. PEC Article 358.1.2 
b. PEC Article 3.42.2.3   d.None of the above 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   NOTE:  OPTIONS IN SUBMITTING YOUR ANSWERS  

 
• The students will screen shot their answers and send it through private message to the 

teacher’s FB messenger account. 
• Return this answered SSLM to the school during schedule of retrieval 
• For tabular questions, you may extend your answer by providing extra sheets of 

papers 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

K – 12 Curriculum Guide 

Electrical Installation & Maintenance Learners Materials: Module 1 

TESDA Competency Based Learning Modules 
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